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ARTISTIC VALUES 
REQUIRE LIGHT 
IN EXTREME QUALITY 
AND PRECISION

LiGHT IN ART 
AND CULTURE
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Everything so beautifully dark...

The history of art is also a history of shadow.
Without shadow there would be no art, it appears from the shadow, it is born of it. That, at least, 
is how Pliny the Elder explained the history of the origin of painting: with the story of a young 
woman from Corinth who held her sweetheart tight in her arms and never wanted to let him go. 
There and then, she reached for some charcoal and traced the outline of his silhouette on the 
wall. Though the love might prove as fleeting as this shadow, the drawing would live on.
So did art enter the world: with an effort to hold on to something that cannot be held constant. 

Art and shadow are intrinsically linked. To start with, art owes itself to reality, even if it is not real. 
Just like a shadow owes itself to someone, without ever being that someone. The shadow be-
longs to him, inseparably. But he cannot possess it, catch it, command it.
Some felt a shadow was virtually a curse. Diffuse light was preferred, even just for very practical 
reasons, as painting becomes dreadfully complicated when things throw shadows. Then the 
artist has to show where the light is coming from, maybe even two or three light sources. Must 
decide the angle at which the light will fall. And how the shadows will lie and whereupon, whether 
they may overshadow other objects in the picture, perhaps even merge with other shadows...

Some therefore conclude that we live in a word of artificial signs that do not refer to anything, 
that circle within themselves, in infinite loops without reference, in whose frantic stagnation we 
are caught up, devoid of a hold on identity, without perceptional protection, defencelessly sur-
rendered to the maelstrom of images engrained in us, which run riot in us, pervade us, make us 
images (or even silhouettes) of images ourselves. 

04   
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Light is space-defining, in 
fact the definer of space.
More than this, light is a medium, a medium of perception 
(even before it is a medium of presentation). 
Light in art and for art strengthens perception from which, 
as Goethe says, one: “can learn to notice, observe and feel the 
actions of light”. Can understand something of the relationship bet-
ween light, space and perception which mostly goes unnoticed or is 
even forgotten in everyday life – with the help of professional lighting 
tools for museum lighting applications from Hoffmeister.

In major cities, we construct counterpoints of everyday perception for 
phenomena such as these – spaces for art, galleries and museums, 
whose singular silence and blank purity restore to us something of 
the submerged opportunity to draw attention to perception itself 
through decelerated processes of perception. 
We are dealing with experiences of the present, the mysticism 
in the space in which the perception of shapes and structures 
is made transparent in light. 
The space, pervaded and transformed by light, is itself chan-
ged from a simple vessel, a three-dimensional container for 
things and living creatures, into an artificial object…
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It makes no difference whether art, technology or historical exhibits are the focus. It is al-
ways about presenting them in an attractive, interesting, accurately detailed and, in 
some cases, exciting manner. 
Light plays a crucial role in this. It creates visual experiences in any exhibition, has a mo-
dulating and accentuating effect and helps achieve a presentation that leaves its mark on 
the viewer.
The visual presentation should not be wearing. Rather, it should stimulate, but without 

distortion. 
In museums, complex, differentiated interior design is all part of this.

(1)Illuminated spaces
Without light, you cannot get an impression of space or enjoy art.

Different lighting situations (illuminated spaces) which meet the needs of the respective 
exhibition are created through different light colours, the type of light distribution and the 

design and arrangement of luminaires and lamps.
Particular attention must be paid to staging and design, but also conservation: protecting the 

paintings and objects from the damaging effects of the quantity and quality of light plays an important 
role in all exhibition spaces.

 (2)Lighting the space
Exhibition spaces in museums are illuminated with varying balances of diffuse and directional light. The relative 
proportions and resulting mix determine, for example, the harshness of the shadows cast by picture frames as 
well as the three-dimensional impact of sculptures and spatial objects. The contrast values in the mix of both 
lighting components are also responsible for the overall impression made by the presentation space.

When using light sources, we differentiate between room lighting and object lighting.
Diffuse light elements are generated almost exclusively from room lighting. It determines the brightness 

distribution and focuses particular quantities of light in the space. It can be generated from indirectly 
channelled daylight or extensive, artificial light sources.

 (3)Lighting the objects
With respect to daylight, there is a 5:1 to 10:1 ratio of di-
rectional to diffuse light on a completely clear day through 
the proportion of sunlight and light from the sky.
Inside, however, we are free to set the ratio of di-
rectional to diffuse light. A particularly interesting 
spatial experience can be created through the diffe-
rentiated blending of diffuse (room lighting) and direc-
tional (object lighting) light. The proportion of diffuse light 
is reduced when ceilings and walls are only barely lit or the im-
pinging light is largely absorbed by the low reflection factors in the 
surroundings. Shadows and reflections can thus be emphasised, 
even to theatrical effect.
Object lighting accentuates individual exhibits using hard, direc-
tional light.
Particularly dramatic staging is achieved through the use of focused 
directional light sources positioned a short distance away or with a 
steep angle of illumination – especially when the light hits the object 
to be illuminated directionally on one side.

(2)
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Light is scattered diffusely when it illuminates spaces or objects from an illuminating or illuminated surface radia-
ting in all directions. 
The direction from which the light is coming cannot be clearly determined in the place that is illuminated or at the 
object.
If the light is coming from very many directions, i.e. if the diffusely radiating surface is large, the lighting creates 
a few soft shadows or none at all.

Modelling using light and shadow is crucially important to the perception of spatial forms and surface textures.
Directional light is generated by point-type light sources that are small in relation to the lighting distance.
The light falls directly on the object to be illuminated. It strikes the object or parts thereof at an angle defined by 
the geometry of the lighting arrangement. 
If the surface of the object is uneven, distinctive shadows are formed. These enhance the vivid and therefore 
spatial effect of three-dimensional surfaces.

This lighting effect is generated when the surface radiating    the light is neither expansive nor point-type (relative to the object). 
For example, a spotlight with a diffusing screen, filter or dif    fuser. Depending on the diameter of the screen, its optical quality and the lighting distance, the shadows appear 
narrower or wider, harsher or softer, horizontal or vertical.

Luminosity, especially with light sources, can have an impact of its own, drawing 
attention to itself and making a space look interesting and vibrant. When lighting 
objects, luminosity, just like modelling, illustrates their three-dimensionality and 
surface finish as the effects of luminosity are particularly clear on the edges and 
curvatures of shiny objects.
In addition to illustrating the shape and surface texture, luminosity also psycholo-
gically enhances the illuminated object and its environment. This opportunity to 
have objects or spaces appear interesting and precious is why luminosity effects 
are used when lighting museums.

Diffuse light

Directional light

Diffuse directional light

Luminosity
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In order to meet the many different kinds of lighting requirements in museums, Hoffmeister keeps an extensive 
range of professional luminaires and accessories in stock. These are structured as follows according to the 
lighting requirements already alluded to:

All spotlights are designed for operation in conventional Hoffmeister 3-phase tracks and 
the new controllable, patented Hoffmeister track system 

control.x
At the same time the Hoffmeister spot lights can be used as direct accent lighting within the linear lighting 
system form.h44.
Thanks to a comprehensive portfolio of accessories the system can be individually configured in almost 
any geometric shape. It‘s indirect lighting component can either be equipped with T16 fluorescent lumi-
naires or LED.   

*
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Wallwashers and plane, linear light sources
Wallwashers are used as single luminaires or light strips. Installed flush to the ceiling (sometimes also with a 
kick reflector protruding from the ceiling) or close to it, they ensure even wall illumination. 
Reflectors with asymmetrical light distribution are used for this task. Good glare control in the line of sight of 
the beholder is important.

The diffusely directional light, possibly arranged in a strip, generates soft shadows which mainly manifest 
themselves on the horizontal edges of picture frames.
The directional light from single luminaires with non-linear lamps, on the other hand, generates extra sha-
dows on a picture frame’s horizontal edges.
Linear illuminants include double-ended halogen light bulbs as well as fluorescent lamps and linear LED ar-
rangements with or without prismatic covers.

Hoffmeister offers the following luminaires, among others, for these lighting requirements:
Powerwash 2.0, Inline 2.0, form.h44, close.by, FIN

Spotlights and downlights as point source accents
In spotlights and downlights, reflectors direct the distributed light of point-source lamps precisely in a defi-
ned direction. 
Equipped with these radiation characteristics, they can be integrated fully or largely into the ceiling (or wall) 
as ceiling-recessed luminaires. On the other hand, ceiling-mounted versions for mounting to point outlets or 
in power rails are visible luminaires that add to the design. 
Point-source lamps include high-voltage and low-voltage halogen lamps with and without reflectors, metal 
halide lamps and LED illuminants.

Hoffmeister offers the following luminaires, among others, for these lighting requirements:
complx downlight series with directional spotlights, wallwashers and lens wallwashers
gin.a/gin.o in three sizes * 
lo.nely in three sizes *
elli.bi, hi.jack, bi.box also with high-precision fix.focus technology *

l=var l=var l=var l=var l=varl=var l=var

0-60°
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Lenses
The most common lenses include diffusing screens as well as floodlight, medium floodlight and sculpture lenses. 
They change the beam characteristics of the light, making it more wide-beamed or oval once it is has been emit-
ted from a reflector. 
Fresnel lenses permit adjustable beam angles. Focusing devices can be used for alignment to the illuminant.
With respect to LED illuminants, miniaturised lens shapes can also be used as free-form lenses for asymmetrical 
light distribution.

Filters
The most important filters in front of conventional illuminants in exhibitions are light protection filters such as UV 
blocking filters, IR absorbers and combinations thereof.
There are also colour filters. Unless an artist has provided explicit instructions on how a work of art should be 
staged, filters are only used in a museum context for minimal colour temperature correction or colour changes, if 
at all.
The filters can be made of glass or film. Film filters are used interchangeably in filter holders or cartridges.

Attachments
Anti-glare cylinders or barn doors are the most important 
anti-glare attachments. They prevent stray light and indi-
vidually limit the light output. 
Honeycomb louvres are also used for glare protection. 
Other attachments include cross louvres, framers and 
projection attachments.
This group of accessories also includes attachment rings, 
e.g. with filters.

All Hoffmeister spotlights boast universal fixtures for ad-
ding professional luminaire accessories such as a wide 
range of attachments, lenses, filters and anti-glare flaps.
The accessory is attached directly to the spotlight in front 
of the light exit opening using the relevant tool-less, 
easy-to-use installation equipment.

Support ring
For spotlights sizes 1,2 
and 3 

Front hood
For spotlights sizes 1,2 
and 3 

Hood with
cross louvre
For spotlights sizes 1,2
and 3 
Visor
For spotlights sizes  1,2 
and 3 

Shutter
For spotlights sizes  1,2 
and 3 

Framing attach-
ment
For spotlights sizes  2 und 3 

Soft.Shape Lens
Soft.Spot Lens
Oval outline lens Type 1
Oval outline lens Type 2

Ho n eycomb
lou v re

Colour filter foils

Colour filter (Effect/dichroitic)
Correction filter (Colour temperature)
UV A/B - IR-Filter

14 I  Infographic: Hoffmeister 
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The most important initial requirement when lighting art is to ensure the best possible experience of the art in 
terms of how precisely the colours and surfaces are perceived.
However, in addition to ensuring the experience of art, the conservation aspect, i.e. protecting and preserving 
works of art, also plays a key role in the long term when it comes to museum lighting.
An artwork is not essentially aged by the type of light generated (light bulb, fluorescent lamp or LED lamp), but by 
the colour spectrum, lighting intensity and exposure time. In general, cold colour temperatures are more damaging 
than warm ones to the majority of materials. Therefore, invisible UV radiation, which is particularly cold, poses the 
greatest potential risks. Because of this, unfiltered daylight is the most damaging source of light for art.

However, artificial light sources also produce damaging radiation in the spectrum in question.
LEDs, for example, an energy-saving and low-maintenance alternative to conventional halogen lamps, have defi-
ciencies in the white light range at high colour temperatures when the colour is adjusted using just a single lumi-
nescent material. Gaps occur in the spectrum, which means that precise colour rendering is not possible, while 
there is a damaging effect on the colour pigments of pictures and cultural objects from the high spectral peaks in 
the cold (especially blue) range.

Conservation aspects

LEDs used to illuminate art should boast at least the following criteria

•High colour rendering across all 15 CIE test colours (CIE 13.3-1995)
•Restricted spectral range between 400 and 500 nanometres (reduced amounts of blue/green)
•Spectral distribution that lies as precisely as possible on the Planck curve for a black spotlight (BBL), producing 
 gentle spectral transitions without peaks
•Can be dimmed/regulated without colour shifts in the emitted spectrum 
 (Changing exhibitions normally require that the lighting intensity can be regulated so that the right lighting con-
 ditions can be achieved in each case for good visibility and to protect the exhibits.)  
•Light colour consistency throughout the entire service life  
•Good thermal heat dissipation on the PCB
 (The high service life achieved through this is a crucial factor when it comes to maintenance costs.)  
•Robustness and low failure incidence
 (Important when you consider how frequently spotlights have to be repositioned, aligned and focused for new 
 exhibitions.)

Exhibits displayed in daylight or under artificial light are usually at risk of more than one of these effects which can re-
sult from optical radiation.

fading
darkening

embrittlement
discolouring

yellowing
splintering

twisting
bending
tearing

swelling
shrivelling
shrinking

dissolving...
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Benefits of using LEDs to light artworks

Besides energy-related considerations, there are mainly qualitative benefits from the light sources used for 
art and culture.
The main aim here is to keep harmful infrared and ultraviolet radiation, cold light colours in the visible spec-
trum and high light intensities to a minimum. If these factors are considered, the risk of fading or damage to 
delicate materials is considerably minimised.
 
With this in mind, Hoffmeister LED technology offers lots of benefits: 
LEDs selected to meet the highest quality standards generate levels of IR and UV radiation without filters that 
are lower than or equivalent to other light sources with filters.
With tunable white, the Hoffmeister LED technology offers the benefit of being able to use different colour 
temperatures, from warm white to neutral or cold white, without ever changing lamps or luminaires. This 
means the optimum colour temperature can be adapted according to the material, technology or expression 
of the exhibit in order to highlight the finest details and emotionally emphasise features.
Even with dimmed luminaires, the colour temperature remains constant and improves enjoyment of the exhi-
bits.
The focused light and high colour rendering of Ra > 90 are superbly suited to accent lighting. 

Less maintenance is also required thanks to the particularly long service life of the light sources. 
High energy efficiency and long service intervals for lighting therefore ensure smooth, cost-effective museum 
business.

Detailed benefits of using LED
Energy-saving 

With their projected light, the LED spotlights in the gin.o series with lamp output levels of 24 or 38 watts, for 
example, can replace spotlights with at least 100 watts or conventional halogen incandescent lamps with 
much greater outputs.
The energy consumption across the entire service life is up to 2,000 kWh lower (comparative value resulting 
from an equivalently equipped QT12 50W vs. gin.o 2 14W LED with an assumed service life of 50,000 hours). 
Likewise, the downlights in the new complx series can be used with powerful LED modules. The total energy 
balance of the building benefits as less heat is generated by the LEDs; air-conditioning systems can be 
scaled down considerably.

Gentle lighting/conservation aspect 

Dramatic lighting enhances prestigious areas, but precious objects should not be damaged as a result. Inno-
vative, modern LED technology is up to this task. 
The new Hoffmeister LED luminaires perfectly meet the exacting requirements of museum staff. 

Ella Hendriks
(Conservationist at the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam)

The LED modules used by Hoffmeister are light sources where the IR/UV 
component can be ignored without the need for additional filters or 
guards. Even if the LED luminaire is positioned close to the art object for 
effect, the lighting can still be gentler than conventional lighting with re-
spect to the quantity of light. By using a spectrum with a reduced cold 
colour temperature range and adjusted peaks in the overall spectral dis-
tribution, the risk of colours fading or damage to delicate materials is 
greatly minimised. 

18 I  Graphic: Hoffmeister 

‘We haven’t used LED light in the museum yet 
and are (also) considering reducing the light 
even further. Paintings only live when they 
are displayed. And we need light so that the 
pictures can be appreciated in their full 
beauty. Filtering out the damaging blue and 
green components of visible light without af-
fecting how precisely the colours are expe-
rienced is one of the challenges facing manu-
facturers of LEDs. The first successes have 
already been achieved. ‘
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Colour temperature change 
Simply changing the colour temperature is an ideal way to achieve differentiated lighting solutions, perfectly 
adapted to the dramatic staging of the period in art history and the exhibition concept. The quality of percep-
tion can be specifically influenced through this. Even if the LED luminaire is dimmed, the set colour tempera-
ture is precisely maintained and materials appear natural. A lighting solution with changeable colour tempe-
ratures in the white light range allows exhibitors to emotionally and theatrically underscore the features of an 
art object in order to distinctly emphasise contents and materials. The harmful blue/green light component 
can also be scaled back further.

Staging with colours 
Dynamic RGB colours with LEDs in modern art can be specifically used by the artist as a stylistic device. 
With this lighting tool, particular moods and scenarios can be created in an exhibition without a great deal of 
effort. 

If the tunable white or RGB LED spotlights are also integrated into a lighting management system using the 
new Hoffmeister control.x power rail system, all instruments of effective light staging are then available. 
Light colours can be defined in such small and precise nuances so as to generate a dynamism which is flo-
wing and harmonious to the human eye and, if required, barely perceptible.

New dimensions 
LED luminaires can be used to create exciting, vibrant highlights and direct the attention of the beholder.  
Targeted accentuation
LEDs are designed to be aligned frontally in a direct beam and more tightly focused, making them ideal for ef-
ficient accentuation while avoiding disturbing stray light. Because of this, LED luminaires are perfect for em-
phasising details or drawing attention to the textures of material surfaces. Miniaturised luminaire designs 
lend themselves to harmonious integration into the overall architectural concept of the exhibition or museum.

Service life and maintenance  
LEDs allow longer maintenance intervals thanks to their extremely long service life (50,000 hours and 90% re-
sidual luminous flux, with a 35° ambient temperature, in the case of Hoffmeister LED modules). The long life 
expectancy of Hoffmeister LED luminaires minimises costly maintenance work, especially where each lamp 
change takes a lot of time and effort – e.g. in museums with high ceilings or in elaborately protected and se-
cured display cases containing valuable exhibits. 
Hoffmeister LED spotlights are designed for this, with specially engineered passive thermal management and 
high heat dissipation.
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Ausgewählte Projekte von Hoffmeister aus Kunst & Kultur

Inspiration ...
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Eine Auswahl ausgeführter Projekte aus Kunst & Kultur

Museen
•Landesmuseum Karlsruhe 
•Hessisches Landesmuseum Darmstadt 
•Kunsthalle Erfurt 
•Kunsthalle München, Fünf Höfe
•Residenz Würzburg 
•Museum Lüneburg 
•Historisches Museum des Landes Rheinland Pfalz in Speyer 
•Goethe National Museum Weimar 
•Herzogliches Museum Gotha 
•Volkwang Museum Essen 
•Haus der deutschen Geschichte Bonn
•Horst Janssen Museum Oldenburg 
•Heimatmuseum Herscheid 
•Heimatmuseum Halver 
•Phaeno Wolfsburg 
•Deichtorhallen Hamburg 
•Museum Voswinckelshof Dinslaken
•Museum für Thüringer Volkskunde
•Museum und Goethe-Gedenkstätte Ilmenau
•Nationalparkzentrum Thiemsburg
•Kulturhistorisches Museum Schloss Mersenburg
•Burg, Korn- und Rüsthaus im Museum Querfurt
•Hofstube und Rittersaal im Schlossmuseum Wilhelmsburg
•Museum am Lindenbühl Mühlhausen
•Stadtmuseum Halle
•Museum Wasserburg Kapellendorf
•Naturkundemuseum Goldisthal
•Stadtmuseum Erfurt
•Werratalmuseum Gerstungen

•State Ermitage Museum, Storage Facility Centre; St.Petersburg/Russland
•British Museum Viking Exhibition; London/UK
•British Museum Foyer; London/UK
•Byzantinisches Museum; Athen/Griechenland
•Museum Dajikaka Gadgil; Pune/India
•Museum Danubiana Meulensteen; Bratislava/Slowakei
•Museé  d'ethnographie de Genev̀e; Genf/Schweiz
•Centraal Museum Utrecht; Utrecht/Niederlande
•The Victoria & Albert Museum; London/UK 
•Le Familistère de Guise; Guise/Frankreich
•Ungarisches Nationalmuseum; Budapest/Ungarn
•Red Star Line Museum; Antwerpen/Belgien
•Museum Rietberg; Zürich/Schweiz
•Museum Schwab; Biel/Schweiz

Galerien
•Kunsthalle Erfurt/Deutschland
•Christies Dubai/UAE
•Artcurial Wien/Österreich
•Sadie Coles HQ London/UK
•The Jam Jar Gallery Dubai/UAE
•ACC Galerie Weimar/Deutschland

Referenzen ...
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lo.nely, 
gin.o

Wallwasher Framing attachment Ceiling outletSize 3 Size 2 Size 1

Variant diversity of sizes 
and accessories &
Professional lighting technology

The right proportions for all lighting 
and design requirements: both gin.o
and lo.nely are available in 3 sizes. 

From a simple blend ring through 
lens wallwasher fittings and Fres-
nell lenses to individually adjusta-
ble and focusable contour fittings, 
the accessories are designed to 
meet exacting lighting requirements.
In-ceiling options have been added 
to the range of power rail models.

Spotlights from Hoffmeister have high-
precision reflector technology and cor-
responding LED collimator modules. 
Developed to meet the exacting requi-
rements of museum environments, 
they feature lighting technologies with 
5 different radiation angles. 
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Rail system 
for direct/indirect light systems

Designed for use in galleries and mu-
seums, the form.h44 system combines 
the benefits of variable spotlight ar-
rangements in controllable power rail 
structures with the uniform and ener-
gy-efficient general lighting of an indi-
rect linear lighting system. 

5-Phases 
Track system 

The control.x power rail system is a 
VDE-certified system with five pha-
ses. The internationally patented 
system has touch-proof cables in-
tegrated into the profile of the rails.
This means that not only can the 
control cables be used with a range 
of control signals, they can also be 
used with mains voltage, e.g. for 
emergency lighting.
Control, regulation and dimmability 
are made simpler but also more ver-
satile.
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form.h44,
control.x

Multi-functional

form.h44 incorporates a wide range of acces-
sories and connections for the individual de-
sign of a range of room layouts.
The profile and its module lengths are tailored 
to fit perfectly with the control.x power rail 
elements.
Of course, all custom lengths are also possible 
(using blind inserts).
This means form.h44 can also be used without 
indirect lighting components, e.g. as a weight-
bearing power rail system to cover wide ranges.
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